Substage VI: 18 - 24 months Child experiments with objects rather than just reproduce familiar routines on particular
objects. In the modified A-B task, on finding that object is not in container, will experiment with other possible locations
and eventually find object.

Substage V: 12 - 18 months Child has now mastered the basic A-B task, and reliably searches in correct location even after a
sequence of visible displacements of hidden object. Significant because can now represent existence and position of an
invisible object. Earliest instance of fully internalised thought; detached from visible and tangible world.
But, only the case for objects they have seen being hidden. In a variant of the A-B task, Piaget first placed the object in a
container, then moved object and container under a hiding place. Object dropped out of container under hiding place and
container removed. Children search in container but do not go on to look under hiding place. Can represent position of a
hidden object, but cannot track sequence of movements that would lead them back to true hiding place.

Substage IV: 8 - 12 months
When object is hidden under A, will attempt to retrieve it. However if after a few of these trials object is first hidden under
A and then moved to B (in the child's view), will persist in looking under A. ('A-not B' error or the 'Stage IV' error).
For Piaget, error is clear evidence of egocentric understanding of the situation: child learns a response based on actions of
first uncovering and then grasping the object, but cannot generalize action sequence to new situation, even though the
situations seem very similar to us.

Egocentricism

Decentration

Organization

Stage
the trouble with stages
cultural environment ignore

Criticism

Piaget's Theory of Cognitive Development

underestimating children's abilities

Key Ideas

Bases

'operation' concept not clear and not experimentally proved.

A period in a child's development in which he or she is capable of understanding some thing but not others.

Operation

Compensation

Identity

Object permanence

the process of working something out in your head. young children (in the sensorimotor and preoperational stages) have to
act, and try things out in the real world, to work things out (like count on fingers): older children and adults can do more in
their heads.

The principle that changes in one dimension can be offset by changes in another.

Assimilation

Adaptation

Accommodation

Principle that a person or object remains the same over time.

Typical test for understanding object permanence is a 'Search Task': an object is hidden and the child then tries to find it.
'A-B' search task reveals progressive acquisition of object concept during sensorimotor stage.
- two possible hiding places presented to child (e.g. two handkerchiefs on a tabletop).
- object hidden under first hiding place (A) then moved to second hiding place (B) (secretly or in view of child).
- developmental sequence of acquisition of object concept revealed by child's responses to task:

-Infancy characterised by extreme egocentrism:
- no understanding of world other than own, current point of view
- main development during this stage is understanding that objects exist and events occur in the world independently of one's
own actions ('object concept', or 'object permanence')

Focusing on more than one aspect at a time.

To make sense out of their world, said Piaget, children cognitively organize their experiences. Organization in Piaget’s
theory is the grouping of isolated behaviors and thoughts into a higher-order system. Continual refi nement of this
organization is an inherent part of development. A boy with only a vague idea about how to use a hammer also may have a
vague idea about how to use other tools. Aft er learning how to use each one, he relates these uses, organizing his knowledge.

Accommodation occurs when people adjust their knowledge schemas to new information.

Assimilation occurs when people incorporate new information into their existing schematic knowledge.

example

example:

How might the girl adjust her schemas regarding hammers and nails during her successful effort to hang the picture?

Substage III: 4 - 8 months
Child will not search for a hidden object at all, even when she sees it places under A. Eventually attempts to recover a
partially concealed object.

Equilibration

Adjustment to the environment

Disequilibration

when assimilation and accommodation balance each other.

Constructivism

Schemas

Structuralism

occurs when children experience a new event, disequilibrium occurs until the child is able to assimilate or accommodate new
event to reach equilibration.

How might this 8-year old girl first attempt to use the hammer and nail, based on her preexisting schematic knowledge about
these objects?

Biological
Philosophical

mental structures that change through experience

children shape own meaning from experience, no external assistance.

Piaget (1954) said that as the child seeks to construct an understanding of the world, the developing brain creates schemas.
Th ese are actions or mental representations that organize knowledge. In Piaget’s theory, behavioral schemas (physical
activities) characterize infancy, and mental schemas (cognitive activities) develop in childhood. A baby’s schemas are
structured by simple actions that can be performed on objects, such as sucking, looking, and grasping. Older children have
schemas that include strategies and plans for solving problems. For example, a 6-year-old might have a schema that involves
the strategy of classifying objects by size, shape, or color. By the time we have reached adulthood, we have constructed an
enormous number of diverse schemas, ranging from how to drive a car, to how to balance a budget, to the concept of fairness.

-He used Immanuel Kant's 'Scheme' concept, to established this theory.
-Piaget influence by Herbert Spencer's thought ( Assimilation, Accommodation, Equlibrium) and he use it in
his theory.

-Piaget has linked biological maturation with the development of cognitive abilities.
-He use the principles of biological adaptation to explain developmental process.

EducationalSignificance:

1. continue to use concrete-operational teaching strategies and materials
2. give students the opportunity to explore many hypothetical questions.
3.give students opportunities to solve problems and reason scientifically.
whenever possible, teach board concepts, not just fact, using materials and ideas relevant to the students'
lives(Delpit,1995).
4.Realize that most adolescents are not fullfledged formal operational thinkers.
5. Encourage students to create hierarchical outlines when you ask them to write papers.

### Teacher's role:-

Adolescent egocentrism is the heightened self-consciousness refl ected in adolescents’ beliefs that others are as interested in
them as they themselves are. Adolescent egocentrism also includes a sense of personal uniqueness. It involves the desire to
be noticed, visible, and “on stage.”

#Adolescent egocentrism :-

# Hypothetical-deductive resoning:hypothetical-deductive reasoning Piaget’s formal operational concept that adolescents can develop hypotheses to solve
problems and systematically reach (deduce) a conclusion

#Reversibility:the ability to think through a series of steps, then mentally reverse the steps and return to the starting point; also called
reversible thinking(4+2=6 & 6-2=4 are same).

#Transitivity :transitivity involves the ability to reason about and logically combine relationships. If a relation holds between a fi rst object
and a second object, and also holds between the second object and a third object, then it also holds between the fi rst and
third objects. For example, consider three sticks (A, B, and C) of diff ering lengths. A is the longest, B is intermediate in
length, and C is the shortest. Does the child understand that if A is longer than B, and B is longer than C, then A is longer
than C? In Piaget’s theory, concrete operational thinkers do; preoperational thinkers do not.

#Seriation:the concrete operation that involves ordering stimuli along some quantitative dimension (such as length). To see if students
can serialize, a teacher might place eight sticks of different lengths in a haphazard way on a table. Th e teacher then asks the
student to order the sticks by length. Many young children end up with two or three small groups of “big” sticks or “little”
sticks rather than a correct ordering of all eight sticks.

#classifying or dividing:
An important concrete operation is 'classifying or dividing' things into different sets or subsets and considering their
interrelationships. Reasoning about a family tree of four generations, for example, reveals a child’s concrete operational skills
(Furth & Wachs, 1975).

#Perspective:
Due to preoperational egocentrism, child can only appreciate one perspective on a situation: her own. Piaget devised 'Three
Mountains' task to test children's understanding of perspective. The mountain model on the far left shows the child’s
perspective from view A, where he or she is sitting. The four squares represent photos showing the mountains from four
different viewpoints of the model—A, B, C, and D. The experimenter asks the child to identity the photo in which the
mountains look as they would from position B. To identity the photo correctly, the child has to take the perspective of a
person sitting at spot B. Invariably, a child who thinks in a preoperational way cannot perform this task. When asked what
a view of the mountains looks like from position B, the child selects Photo 1, taken from location A (the child’s own view at
the time) instead of Photo 2, the correct view.

**Piaget drew a number of related conclusions:1) Understanding of these situations is 'perception bound'. Child is drawn by changes in the appearance of the materials to
conclude that a change has occurred.
2) Thinking is 'centred' on one aspect of the situation. Child notices change in level of water or in length of clay without
noticing that other aspects of the situation have changed simultaneously.
3) Thinking is focused on states rather than on transformations. Child fails to track what has happened to the materials and
simply makes an intuitive judgement based on how they appear 'now'.
4) Thinking is 'irreversible' in that the child cannot appreciate that a reverse transformation would return the material to it's
original state. Reversibility is a crucial aspect of the logical (operational) thought of later stages.

*Mass:Child is shown two identical balls of clay. One of the balls is rolled into a sausage shape. The child now says that the
sausage has more clay than the ball ("that one's bigger now").

*Liquid:The beaker test is a well-known Piagetian test to determine whether a child can think operationally—that is, can mentally
reverse actions and show conservation of the substance. (a) Two identical beakers are presented to the child.
Then, the experimenter pours the liquid from B into C, which is taller and thinner than A or B. (b) The child is asked if these
beakers (A and C) have thesame amount of liquid. The preoperational child says “no.” When asked to point to the beaker
that has more liquid, the preoperational child points to the tall, thin beaker.

*Number:Two identical rows of identical counters presented to child. Child asked whether both rows have same number.
Preoperational child can answer this correctly.
Experimenter spreads one row of counters out or pushes them together. Child asked initial question again. Young
preoperational children say that the number of counters in the two rows is now different (e.g. "there are more because that
line is longer").

An example of young children’s limitation in reasoning ability is the difficulty they have putting things into correct
categories. Look at the collection of objects in Figure 'a'. You would probably respond to the direction “Put the things
together that you believe belong together” by grouping the objects by size and shape. Your sorting might look something like
that shown in Figure 'b'. Faced with a similar collection of objects that can be sorted on the basis of two or more properties,
preoperational children seldom are capable of using these properties consistently to sort the objects into appropriate
groupings.

#Class Inclusion:
Another indication of the lack of logical thought is the preoperational child's inability to think hierarchically; to think
simultaneously about subordinate and super-ordinate categories. E.g. child shown a set of counters four of which are black
and two of which are white. Child asked: "Are there more black counters or more counters?". Preoperational child answers
that there are more red counters (e.g. ...because only two are white"). Child centres on most salient perceptual characteristic
of situation, & fails to consider hierarchical aspect of question (i.e. total number of counters versus relative number of
different coloured counters).

At this stage, individuals move beyond reasoning only about concrete experiences and think in "more abstract, idealistic, and
logical ways".

1. continue to use concrete props and visual aids, especially when dealing with sophisticated materials.
2. continue to give students a chance to manipulate and test objects.
3. make sure presentations and readings are brief and well organized.
4. use familiar examples to explain more complex ideas.
5. give opportunities to classify and group objects and ideas on increasingly complex levels.
6. present problems that require logical, analytical thinking.
7. Encourage students to discover concepts and principles.
8. Involve children in operational tasks.
9. Plan activities in which students practice the concept of ascending and descending classification
hierarchies.
10. Include activities that require conservation of area, weight, and displaced volume.
11. Continue to ask students to justify their answers when they solve problems.

### Teacher's role:-

this stage of " hands-on" thinking .
- Logical reasoning replaces intuitive reasoning, but only in concrete situations.
- According to Piaget, the ability to solve conversation problems depends on having an understanding of three basic aspects
of reasoning: identity, compensation and reversibility.
-Classification skills are present, but abstract problems go unsolved.

1. Encourage families to use concrete props and visual aids whenever possible.
2. Make instructions relatively short- not too many steps at once. Use actions as well as words.
3. Help Children develop their ability to see the world from someone else's point of view (imagine " how
your sister felt when you broke her toy").
4. Give children a great deal of hand -on practice with the skills that serve as building blocks for more
complex skills such as reading comprehension or collaboration.
5. provide a wide range of experience in order to build a foundation for concept learning and language.

An example

#Conservation:
Intuitive and alogical aspects of pre-operational thought revealed most clearly in tasks on 'conservation'. In physics, notion
of conservation is that as one aspect of a situation changes, another stays the same (e.g. conservation of matter).
Conservation tasks present children with very simple physics experiments to see if they understand this important logical
principle. Some examples of conservation experiments are:

Piaget called this substage intuitive because the children seem so sure about their knowledge and understanding yet are
unaware of how they know what they know. Th at is, they say they know something but know it without the use of
rational thinking.
An example of young children’s limitation in reasoning ability is the difficulty they have putting things into correct
categories.

### Helping Families Care for Preoperational Childern :

Formal operational:( Adolescence to Adulthood)

Concrete Operational Stage :(7yrs- 11yrs)

Intuitive phase

Main characteristics:
-By 2 years, children's inability to identify or consider all aspect of visual display.
-Thinking is still intuitive (based on subjective judgements about situations) and egocentric (centred on the child's own view
of the world).
-Rapid growth in vocabulary.
-egocentricism

Sub-stages

In this substage, the young child gains the ability to represent mentally an object that is not present. Th is stretches the
child’s mental world to new dimensions. Expanded use of language and the emergence of pretend play are other examples of
an increase in symbolic thought during this early childhood substage.
Young children begin to use scribbled designs to represent people, houses, cars, clouds, and many other aspects of the
world. Possibly because young children are not very concerned about reality, their drawings are fanciful and inventive
(Winner, 1986).
( the ability to represent an object not present develops and symbolic thinking increases; egocentrism is present.)

- start of mental representation
- child can solve problems by manipulating internalised representations of objects (i.e. instead of trial and error, child can
think through a problem)

- acquire new behaviours through active experimentation and exploration in the world
- still use trial and error, but in more systematic way

- can coordinate two or more circular reactions together into a more adaptive action pattern
- allows them to use existing action schemas together to solve novel problems (e.g. retrieve a hidden object by first pushing
away a cover and then grasping the object).
- child is combining simple schemas into more complex, articulated and more adaptive schemas.

Pre-conceptual / Symbolic function phase/substage (approx. 2-4 yrs)

Mental Combination: (18-24 months)

Tertiary circular action:(12-18 months)

co-ordination of Secondary circular action(8-12months)

- also involve repetition of actions that have been encountered through trial and error, but tend to be oriented towards
actions in the environment (e.g banging, reaching for and grasping objects).

Secondary circular action:(5-8months)

1. A focus on the process of children's thinking, not just its products.
2.Recognition of the crucial role of children's self-initiated, active involvement in learning activities.
3. A deemphasis on practices aimed at making children adult like in their thinking.
4. Acceptance of individual differences in developmental progress.
5. Piaget's theory has highlighted the importance of drives and motivation in the field of learning and
development,
6. piaget's theory provides valuable information and advice on curriculum particular region and
structuring the schemes of studies.
7. understanding one's intelligence as the function of one's ability to adapt or adjust to one's environment.

Stages of Cognitive Development

Sub-stages:

Pre-operational Stage( approx. 2-7yrs)

Sensorimotor (0-2years)

-begins to notice when a reflex action brings about an interesting (stimulating) result and attempts to repeat it (e.g.
repeatedly opening and closing hand, sucking thumb)
-intentional actions largely centred on own body and not yet oriented to the environment.
-begins to adapt her actions towards fulfillment of needs (e.g. opening mouth differently for teat and spoon).
*NB: a circular reaction that can be repeated is a very simple kind of internalised action and is therefore the earliest form of
schema.

During it, a child undertakes only reflex actions. Of this actions, sucking an object is the strongest.

Primary circular action:(1-4/5months)

Reflexes:(0-1 month)

